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Attention Deficit Disco: a new 

scene for the iPod generation 

by Kevin Goebel  

published Wednesday, March 15, 2006 

 

Scott Brown, who helped bring new life to Daddy's, hopes to 

repeat his success at The Transfer 

Following the one-year anniversary of his monthly party 

FAGGOT at Daddy's 440 Castro, event promoter Scott 

Brown and his group Culture Whores are seeking to create a 
new monthly event in San Francisco at The Transfer called 

A.D.D.: Attention Deficit Disco. 

The new event will build upon the successes of FAGGOT, a 

party held on the first Wednesday of every month that has 

brought a fringe subculture energy back to not only Daddy's but also to the Castro as a 
whole. "There's always so much griping about the Castro," Brown said. "I wanted to do 

something there that was on the edge to sort of bring that back into the Castro, a fun night 

that I think people would suspect would happen South of Market, or somewhere on Polk 

Street, or in the Mission, or happen somewhere else but the Castro." 

The marketing for FAGGOT pokes fun at the typical Castro crowd, like the introduction on 

their Web site: 

It’s time to leave your Mission, Tendernob, and SOMA enclaves and come back to the 

center of the gay universe for a night like no other night in the Castro. Every first 

Wednesday of the month, come join a bunch of rowdy faggots for boozing, cruising 

and causing trouble. DJs spinning your not-so-Castro music, although we know your 

gay gene craves Madonna and Kylie like a recovering crack whore on 16th and 

Mission craves smack, so we will keep you junkies satisfied with a sampling of 

mashed-up sissy favorites. 

"I still think that the Castro is an important neighborhood," Brown added. "It's still an iconic 

symbol for the US and for the world. Everyone knows what the Castro is. So I thought, 'I'm 

going to bring a night that's different, and that is sort of a subculture that is always on the 
fringes of the City, and I wanted to bring that right back into the heart of the center of the 

gay universe.'" 

Brown used to be part of an events promotion team called 

Tasty Shows in Seattle, a group that went from producing 
shows to owning their own bar. He gave up the promotion 

business in 1998 when he moved to San Francisco. But after 
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experiencing a great electro-night in Berlin, Brown decided that if he couldn't find something 

like that in San Francisco, he would have to invent it himself. 

But if the Castro was his intended neighborhood, Daddy's was still an unexpected venue. At 
first Brown was skeptical, but when he saw the initial remodeling done by his friend Doug, 

co-owner of both Daddy's and Moby Dick's, he realized it was the perfect spot. 

Under its new ownership, Daddy's is slowly evolving, including starting by degrees to 

change the name to 440 Castro -- not abandoning its leather image, but embracing new 
patrons as well and bringing them into the bar. And if FAGGOT has helped bring "rowdy 

faggots" back to the Castro, it has also helped bring some of the typical Castro crowd back 

into Daddy's. The party has evolved and taken on a life of its own, not in the way Brown 

envisioned (the original idea was for the night to be more costume-oriented, which Brown 
concedes is a lot to expect for a Wednesday night), but with its own style and personality. 

"I'm still blown away by how many people show up," Brown said. "They're excited, and have 

a great time, and the staff has a great time. Everyone loves the night." 

Culture Whores 

Although FAGGOT is hosted at Daddy's, the event is produced by 

Culture Whores, Brown's own team that is slowly branching out to 

sponsor other parties in other venues. One such event was Gay Bash, 

a short-lived rock-and-roll night at Trax in the Haight. Brown found it 

too challenging to get gays to go to the Haight in the middle of the 
week. "It would have been easier on a weekend," he explained. 

"We're going to try to do a one-off with that one -- sort of the 

reunion tour after a year of being off in rehab -- around Gay Pride."  

In addition to Brown, a graphic designer by day who does all of the 
marketing, Culture Whore's team also includes DJ Earworm, the go-

go boy, Justin, and drag entertainers like Anna Conda, Felicia Fellatio, 

and Suppositori Spelling brought in for the event. DJ Earworm also 

does other events around town and was even flown by MTV to Miami to work on the MTV 
Music Awards.  

Following the success of FAGGOT, Culture Whores is starting to branch out with new events. 

Next on the horizon: Attention Deficit Disco.  

Attention Deficit Disco 

Culture Whores' next endeavor is A.D.D., debuting at The 
Transfer on March 18. Patrons will find some of the same 

mixes from DJ Earworm, but with a slightly different sound: 

"an ever-changing eclectic smorgasbord of music, mixed, 

mashed, and mangled to meet the demands of your short 
attention span," the Web site says.  

"It's mixing the genres, and it's a faster mixing of songs, so 

you're not really getting full into a six minute length into a 

song that you'd experience in a lot of dance clubs," Brown explained. "You'll go in, you'll 
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hear one song layered over another song. It's an iPod generation in that we listen less and 

less to sort of programmed radio, and more and more on our iPods we have shuffle on, and 

we're going from so many genres of music, and it seems to work." Imagine, for example, 
Destiny's Child suddenly blending into Dolly Parton's "9 to 5."  

"That's why it's Attention Deficit Disco: it's a lot of genres, it's still dance music but the 

genres forced into the dance, mixed fast and fun."  

The Transfer, like Daddy's, is under new ownership and may benefit from the new attention. 
Originally, Brown found the space to be intriguing, but didn't want to deal with the hassle of 

bringing in his own sound equipment. But when he learned that the old bar actually had an 

unused DJ booth, he approached the new owner and set up a meeting.  

What's next?  

Attention Deficit Disco has not yet debuted, much less established itself, but already 

Culture Whores is conceptualizing new parties. And in the meantime, they're already 

starting to prepare for having an "absent leader." Brown will move to Chicago in the fall for 

Graduate school at The School of the Art Institute of Chicago, but will continue to do the 
graphic designs and artistic guidance for the group as they carry on FAGGOT, A.D.D., and 

yet-to-come new parties in the future.  

But one thing will remain consistent. Like Brown's old Seattle group Tasty Shows, the most 

important element for Culture Whores' ventures is artistic integrity. "It's not the most cost-

efficient," Brown said, "but it really has an impact on how people experience the night. If 
you go in and put a lot of artistry into it, people see that, and it shows. And they bring to it 

a good energy."  
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